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Originality, creativity and versatility combined with solid flows, catchy hooks and bang out the trunk beats.

Tuskegee, Alabama Ambassador B-Legend is clearly one of Alabama's finest artist. 15 MP3 Songs HIP

HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, HIP HOP/RAP: Rap Details: B-Legend is dream chasing. It began as recreation; you

know hanging out, kicking it, free styling, writing rhymes. More and more as time went on and as

B-Legend grew mentally, it became more of a lifestyle, a business opportunity, an outlet for expression.

His passion grew for the culture and when he realized he had the ability to rap, write and create he set

out on a mission to pursue a career in music and build a independent record company. He dabbled in real

estate investment and this, among other things, is where he earned money to purchase studio time and

later his own equipment. B-Legend gives his views, opinions, and speaks of his daily struggles in his

songs and delivers aggressively but with a laid back style. Please believe, he's just getting started. Lifting

The Veil is the first chapter of many in B-Legend's music movement. It's an introduction of a new southern

artist stepping on the scene representing his city, Tuskegee or Skegeeville as he calls it and his label

Tyger Records. The concept behind the debut introductory album is simple. The title, Lifting The Veil

gives you the implication something is being revealed. What B-Legend is revealing to the world is a

rapper from a city folks wouldn't expect to hear good music coming from and a person striving to build a

respectable independent record company while simultaneously working to leave his mark in this world as

a rapper and as an individual. Vol. 1 Tuskegee's Native Son is personally special for B-Legend and Tyger

Records. It symbolizes the beginning of their musical journey. The album has 9 tracks that are Raw

classics and 5 newer tracks. The 14 track album is loaded with original music and a few features from

some affiliates from the Vybe Trybe Music Group, The One and Only Kiwi, and Black John Wayne. The
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album has creativity and versatility and B-legend spits solid flows throughout the entire joint. Simply put

it's some good listening music.
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